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Abstract. Within the framework of the R&D studies for the International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project, the first full size 
NbTi conductor sample was fabricated in industry and tested in the 
SULTAN facility (Villigen, Switzerland). This sample (PF-FSJS), which 
is relevant to the Poloidal Field coils of ITER, is composed of two parallel 
straight bars of conductor, connected at bottom through a joint designed 
according to the CEA twin-box concept. The two conductor legs are 
identical except for the use of different strands: a nickel plated NbTi 
strand with a pure copper matrix in one leg, and a bare NbTi strand with 
copper matrix and internal CuNi barrier in the other leg. The two 
conductors and the joint were extensively tested regarding DC and AC 
properties. This paper reports on the tests results and analysis, stressing 
the differences between the two conductor legs and discussing the impact 
of the test results on the ITER design criteria for conductor and joint. 
While joint DC resistance, conductors and joint AC losses, fulfilled the 
ITER requirements, neither conductor could reach its current sharing 
temperature at relevant ITER currents, due to instabilities. Although the 
drop in temperature is slight for the CuNi strand cable, it is more 
significant for the Ni plated strand cable. 

1. Introduction 

Within the framework of the R&D studies for the International Thermonuclear 
Experimental Reactor (ITER) project, the European Union has been in charge of 
analyzing and testing the NbTi conductors and joints foreseen in the Poloidal Field (PF) 
coils [1] [2]. The Poloidal Field Full-Size Joint Sample (PF-FSJS) has been the first full 
scale ITER NbTi sample to be tested in the SULTAN facility (Villigen, Switzerland) [3]. 
This sample is composed of two parallel straight bars of conductor, connected at bottom 
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through a joint designed according to the CEA twin-box proposal for the ITER PF coils. 
The two conductor legs use same conductors but different strands, one is a NbTi strand 
with Ni plating while the other is a NbTi strand with an internal CuNi barrier. These 
strands are possible candidates for the ITER PF coils. Both Ni and CuNi are used to 
reduce AC losses. Conductors were extensively tested regarding critical current, current 
sharing temperature, AC losses, and stability. Tests were performed with currents up to 
80 kA under background fields up to 7 T, before and after 500 cycles (0 to 50 kA under a 
6 T field). In addition, the joint was also tested by lifting up the sample in the facility, 
thus allowing DC resistance, quench temperature, and AC losses measurements. A 
second SULTAN sample (PFCI-FSJS) with a different joint and a different Ni plated 
NbTi strand is under fabrication in industry, and a third sample (PFCI) using the same 
conductor but wound as a one-layer coil is also under fabrication and should be tested as 
an insert coil in the CSMC facility (Naka, Japan) [4]. 

2. Sample characteristics 

A detailed description of the sample can be found in [5], a cross-section of the conductor 
is shown in Fig. 1. The cable (φ 38.7 mm) is composed of 1152 NbTi strands, 0.81 mm in 
diameter, it is inserted inside a square steel jacket, 51 mm in outer side. Both conductor 
legs are identical except the left (L) leg (also referred as the Ni leg) uses a Ni plated NbTi 
strand with a pure copper matrix fabricated by Europa Metalli, while the right (R) leg 
(also referred as the CuNi leg) uses a NbTi strand with copper matrix and internal CuNi 
barrier fabricated by Alstom (see Figs. 2a and 2b). The NbTi proportion of the two 
strands are identical and equal to 35% of the total strand volume. The joint connecting 
the two bars is an overlap "praying hand" joint according to the CEA twin-box concept 
(see Figs. 3 and 4): each conductor end is compacted inside a copper-steel box and the 
two facing copper soles are soldered with PbSn, more details on design and fabrication 
are given in [5]. 
 The two legs and the joint are fully instrumented with voltage taps (RV and LV), 
ohmic heaters (ROH and LOH), thermometers (RT and LT), and pick-up coils (RPU and 
LPU) as shown in Fig. 3 which also gives a general sketch of the sample. 

3. Joint test results 

3.1. Joint DC resistance 

Under a DC background field (along the x axis in Fig. 4) up to 6 T, the voltage drop 
between the two legs was measured along the sample (RV4-LV4, RV3-LV3, RV11-
LV11, RV12-LV12). These values were quite uniform (at ± 5%), with a slight increase 
when going up. By definition, the joint resistance has been defined using the mid-sample 
voltage drop (RV11-LV11).  
 

   

Figure 1. Conductor 
cross-section. 

Figure 2a. Alstom strand 
cross-section. 

Figure 2b. EM strand 
cross-section. 
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Figure 3. Sketch of PF-FSJS with instrumentation (conductor test 
configuration). 

 
 The total joint resistance Rjoint is then given by a linear function of the SULTAN 
magnetic field Bs, independent of current up to 60 kA at 4.5 K: 

sointjo BRR β+=  (1) 

with Ro = 1.1 nΩ, and β ≈ 0.11 nΩ/T. 
 The value of Ro is within the range of values obtained on previous similar joints with 
Nb3Sn conductors, while the value of β is identical [6]. The value of the resistance is 
higher than expected from single strand/copper contact experiments, but remains at the 
value taken in the ITER PF coil joint analysis (i.e. 1.5 nΩ at 4 T) [2]. 
 Calorimetric measurements (using helium enthalpy variation), although not very 
accurate, have led to values within the same range but slightly lower (e.g. 1.2 nΩ at 5 T). 
 The voltage taps located on the joint steel boxes and copper soles (LV5-LV6, LV7-
LV8, LV9-LV10 on left leg, and mirror taps on right leg) allow to measure each half 
joint resistance. It has been found that the voltage drop is much more uniform in the right 
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Figure 4. Joint cross-section. 

 
(CuNi) half-joint (scattering σ/m = 9%) than in the left (Ni) half-joint ((σ/m = 55%), 
although the average voltage drop is lower in the left half-joint (67% of right half-joint). 
 A lower resistance value was expected on the left leg because the Ni plating is 
removed from the strands to be in contact with the copper sole while the CuNi barrier 
cannot be removed from the strands of the right leg. However, high non-uniformity could 
be due to difficulty to remove uniformly the Ni plating by mechanical brushing [5].  

3.2. Pulsed field tests 

Pulsed magnetic field can be applied in the SULTAN facility along the y axis in Fig. 4.  
Sine pulses with amplitude 0.1 T and frequency ranging from 0.1 Hz to 5 Hz were 

applied during 120 s. Measurements were performed under a DC background field Bs of 
2 T and 6 T. Loss power was measured by calorimetry using the helium enthalpy 
variation on each leg. An example of loss energy per cycle is presented in Fig. 5 where a 
typical curve with a maximum at low frequency (≈ 0.2 Hz) can be seen. Although the 
curves look classical, they cannot be well fitted using a single time constant model due to 
mutual coupling between coupling currents in strands and cables, and eddy currents in 
the copper soles (see Fig. 5) [2]. Note also that the right (CuNi) leg gives more 
contribution (≈ 30%) to helium enthalpy variation (and so to total losses) due to higher 
coupling losses, in spite of the heat exchange in the joint. At 6 T, the maximum loss 
energy is reduced to 10 J/cycle, which can be attributed to the decrease of the eddy 
currents in the copper soles due to the magneto-resistance of copper. 

Figure 5. Joint loss energy as a function of pulse frequency at 2 T. 
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Table 1. Trapezoidal field pulses applied on joint. 

run # Bs (T) I (kA) ∆Bp (T) Tramp (s) Tplateau (s) ITER PF Simulation 
1 5.0 45 0.20 0.4 6.0 Plasma disruption 
2 3.0 0 0.20 2.0 5.0 Start of run (PF6) 
3 0.0 0 0.32 0.9 5.1 Start of run (PF2) 
4 0.5 0 0.43 8.0 2.5 Operation (PF2) 

 
 Trapezoidal pulses were used to simulate the ITER PF joint operating conditions. 
Table 1 gives the test pulses characterized by a field amplitude ∆Bp, a ramp time Tramp 
and a plateau duration Tplateau, pulses are symmetrical. Loss energy was measured by 
calorimetry using integration of helium enthalpy variation. The value of the loss energy 
Ecalc calculated using the model given in [2] are compared to the experimental value Eexp 
in Table 2 for each run. It can be seen in this table that the measured energy (and even 
twice the right leg energy Eright which is higher) remains lower than the calculated value, 
which was expected because the model aims to be conservative, the main reasons for 
overestimation are reported in the table (last column). 
 Simulations of ITER PF coil joints most demanding operations (plasma initiation, PF 
ramp down, and plasma disruption) [2] have not led to a quench of the joint. The most 
severe condition is a plasma disruption (see Table 1) at 6.0 K. Then the temperature 
increase in the joint was less than 0.03 K and the joint did not quench. 

3.3. Quench temperature 

With a current of 50 kA through the sample, the temperature of helium was slowly 
increased up to the quench of the joint. The quench temperature Tq was measured to be 
6.9 K under 3.5 T and to be 6.2 K under 5 T. These values are identical to those 
measured on the weakest leg of conductor (left leg, see sec. 4), this leg being clearly 
identified at 3.5 T as the source of the quench.. 

4. Conductor test results 

4.1. DC tests 

Under a constant DC field, sample current was slowly raised (75 A/s) at constant helium 
temperature to perform critical current (Ic) measurements, or temperature was slowly 
raised (4.4 mK/s) at constant current to measure current sharing temperature (Tcs). The 
measured voltage drops (RV21-RV22, LV21-LV22) and (RV1-RV2, LV1-LV2) are 
converted into electric field using their geometrical lengths of 300 mm and 450 mm, 
respectively. A first set of measurements was performed in "virgin" state with currents up 
to 80 kA and fields up to 7 T, and a second set was performed after about 500 cycles 
(each cycle from 0 to 50kA under a 6T field). Each leg could be tested separately by 
lowering the operating temperature of the other leg. The results and analysis are 
presented in details in [7], therefore only a summary is given in this paper. 
 

Table 2. Comparisons of experimental and calculated "trapezoidal" loss energies. 

run # Eexp (J) 2×Eright (J) Ecalc (J) experiment / model [2] 
1 18 21 52 higher Bs 

2 20 23 39 higher Bs 

3 82 90 114 similar 
4 40 42 90 slow ramp 
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 First, there was a good agreement between Ic and Tcs measurements for both legs, 
second it has been observed that the critical electric field of 10µV/m could not be reached 
stably above 26 kA (127 A/mm2 in NbTi) in the left (Ni) leg, and above 35 kA (167 
A/mm2 in NbTi) in the right (CuNi) leg. Indeed, above these limits the conductors 
exhibited instabilities and only quench current (Iq) or quench temperature (Tq) can be 
reported. Last, the cycling did not affect significantly any conductor transport 
performances. On the other hand, conductor critical currents (when existed) were found 
to be slightly higher than extrapolated from single strand currents for both legs, although 
the strand properties have to be reassessed at low current densities. Cable n values were 
also found equal or higher than strand n values in both legs [7]. 
 While the values of Ic and Tcs are slightly higher in the left (Ni) leg, the values of Iq 
and Tq are significantly higher in the right (CuNi) leg. Therefore the right leg was 
intrinsically more stable than the left leg in spite of a lower copper content (see Fig. 6). 
This result was attributed to non-uniform current distribution among the main subcables 
(see secs. 3.1 and 4.5). 
 Because of quite similar cable and strand designs, scaling to ITER PF1 or PF6 coils 
could be performed using NbTi current density JNbTi, maximum field on conductor Bmax, 
and operating temperature Top [1] ; normal and back-up modes have been considered. 
Results are given in Table 3 where the expected temperature margin ∆Tq = (Tq- Top) has 
been reported. In can be seen in this table that the margin is slightly below the ITER 
design value of 1.5 K in the right (CuNi) leg, while it is significantly lower for the left 
(Ni) leg. This result is due to the instabilities in the conductors which prevent to reach 
their critical currents at the required level of current density (see above). Each conductor 
of the ITER PF coils has been designed to be stable at its operating point, and its current 
sharing temperature Tcs has been estimated from strand critical current [1]. Thus the 
design temperature margin of any conductor may turn out to be only a virtual value (as in 
PF-FSJS) as long as stability at Tcs has not been ensured. 
 Scaling to other ITER PF coils is not realistic because of the very high current density 
in NbTi (up to 1150 A/mm2) which would require too much extrapolation of the existing 
data (up to 230 kA). 
 

Figure 6. Quench currents and temperatures of right and left legs at 5 T. 
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Table 3. Operating conditions and extrapolated temperature margin of ITER PF coils. 
 

ITER Coil Bmax (T) I (kA) JNbTi (A/mm2) Top (K) ∆Tq (K) 
     Right Left 

PF1, PF6 6.0 45 196 5.0 1.40 1.25 
PF1, PF6* 6.4 52 227 4.7 1.38 1.22 

(*) back-up mode. 
 

4.2. AC losses [8] 

Conductor AC losses were measured under 2 T and 6 T DC fields using sine pulse waves 
with 0.1 T amplitude at different frequencies. Loss energy per cycle was measured by 
magnetization (i.e. loop area) using saddle pick-up coils (RPU13 and LPU13 in Fig. 3) 
and a compensating coil provided by the facility. Loss power was measured by 
calorimetry using helium enthalpy variation. Magnetization curves had to be corrected 
for unexpected behaviour (i.e. a non-linear component) by subtracting the area measured 
at 9.5 K (i.e. above the critical temperature of NbTi) under the same conditions. 
Magnetization loop areas were calibrated using calorimetry. Measurements were 
performed on both legs, before the DC tests (virgin state), after the DC tests, and after 
500 cycles. Results at 2 T are presented in Fig. 7 where it can be seen first that the right 
(CuNi) leg had more losses (about twice) than the left leg in virgin state. After the DC 
tests, the losses decreased significantly and were almost equal for the two legs, last only 
small variations were observed after cycling. One can see also in Fig. 7 two different 
regimes: at low frequency (< 0.2 Hz) the slope is high (equivalent to nτ ≈ 75 ms both 
legs, after cycling), while it becomes low at higher frequency (equivalent to roughly the 
single strand losses nτ ≈ 5 ms both legs, after cycling). Note also that the losses decrease 
with increasing DC field (of about 25% from 2T to 6T, after cycling) and that a DC 
current led to higher losses in the left (Ni) leg only, which has been attributed to 
saturation of strand currents. 

4.3. Stability tests [8] 

Stability tests were performed after cycling by imposing a sine pulse (6.5 Hz, one period) 
of variable amplitude up to quench. At given field and current, it was found that the 
quench energy is drastically reduced (although conductor is still stable) above a limiting 
temperature (about 0.6 K lower than Tq). The right (CuNi) leg was more stable than the 
left (Ni) leg, which can be expressed by a higher limiting temperature (+0.1∼0.2 K).  

4.4. Other measurements 

The PF-FSJS test gave also the opportunity to perform thermal-hydraulic measurements 
using either the ohmic heaters of the sample or the losses created in conductors by pulse 
field. Unexpected results were found (i.e. increase of temperature T2 upstream the heated 
zone, becoming higher than the downstream temperature T4) which could be associated 
with the effect of gravity due to the vertical position of the sample (i.e. thermosiphon 
phenomenon between central hole and annular channel) [9], [10]. 
 Using the segmented Rogowski's coils (RPU1, LPU1, PU2, and LPU2 in Fig. 3), 
current distribution among the main subcables of both conductors have been estimated. 
the results confirmed the higher non-uniformity of the current distribution in the left (Ni) 
conductor, as expected from joint voltage drops (see sec. 3.1.) , DC tests, and stability 
results [11].  
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Figure 7. Conductor losses as function of pulse frequency and history. 

5. Conclusions 

The PF-FSJS tests have shown that the CEA twin box joint fulfils the ITER requirements 
for DC resistance, and for losses and stability against pulsed field along the y axis of the 
joint. However, these tests have also shown that the joint resistance was not uniform 
enough on the Ni plated strand side of the joint. Besides, one must note that the most 
demanding pulse field component in the ITER PF coil joints is by far along the x axis 
which could not be tested in the SULTAN facility. 
 The conductor tests have shown that the AC losses were at the required level 
although high losses are created at low frequency and in virgin state. Neither conductor 
could reach its current sharing temperature at relevant ITER operating conditions, due to 
internal instabilities. Although the temperature margin is only slightly lower (∼ 0.1 K) 
than the ITER design value (1.5 K) for the CuNi strand cable, the drop is more significant 
(∼ 0.3 K) for the Ni plated strand cable. 
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